Clinical course and treatment of anti-HMGCR antibody–associated necrotizing autoimmune myopathy

ABSTRACT

Objective: We examined a cohort of Australian patients with statin exposure who developed a necrotizing autoimmune myopathy (NAM) associated with a novel autoantibody against 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase (HMGCR) and describe the clinical and therapeutic challenges of managing these patients and an optimal therapeutic strategy.

Methods: Clinical, laboratory, EMG, and histopathologic results and response to immunomodulation are reported in 6 Australian patients with previous statin exposure and antibodies targeting HMGCR.

Results: All patients presented with painless proximal weakness following statin therapy, which persisted after statin cessation. Serum creatine kinase (CK) levels ranged from 2,700 to 16,200 IU/L. EMG was consistent with a myopathic picture. Muscle biopsies revealed a pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy. Detailed graphical representation of the clinical course of these patients showed a close association with rising CK and an increase in clinical weakness signifying relapses, particularly upon weaning or ceasing steroids. All 6 patients were responsive to initial steroid therapy, with 5 relapsing upon attempts to wean steroids. Both CK and clinical strength improved with the reinstitution of immunotherapy, in particular steroids and IV immunoglobulin (IVIg). All patients required treatment with varying multiagent immunosuppressive regimens to achieve clinical remission, including prednisone (n = 6), IVIg (n = 5), plasmapheresis (n = 2), and additional therapy including methotrexate (n = 6), cyclophosphamide (n = 2), rituximab (n = 2), azathioprine (n = 1), and cyclosporine (n = 1).

Conclusions: Recognition of HMGCR antibody–associated NAM is important because these patients are responsive to immunosuppression, and early multiagent therapy and a slow and cautious approach to withdrawing steroids may improve outcomes. *Neurology Neuroimmunol Neurol Neuroinflamm* 2015;2:e96; doi: 10.1212/NXI.0000000000000096

GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CK</td>
<td>creatine kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>dermatomyositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMGCR</td>
<td>3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVIg</td>
<td>IV immunoglobulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC</td>
<td>major histocompatibility complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>necrotizing autoimmune myopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>polymyositis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statins are widely prescribed for the treatment of dyslipidemia and for risk reduction in cardiovascular disease.1 3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase (HMGCR) is a key enzyme in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway.1,2 Statins are structural analogues and competitively inhibit HMGCR.1,2 There is a wide spectrum of muscular adverse effects associated with statins, from asymptomatic elevations of creatine kinase (CK), myalgia, and exercise intolerance to toxic necrotizing myopathy and rhabdomyolysis.1 These effects may vary with the agent,
The idiopathic inflammatory myopathies include polymyositis (PM), dermatomyositis (DM), and necrotizing autoimmune myopathy (NAM). NAM presents with subacute proximal weakness and is defined by a distinct histologic profile with marked necrotic, degenerating, or regenerating muscle fibers undergoing myophagocytosis in the absence of an inflammatory infiltrate, with macrophages being the prominent effector cells. The absence or relative paucity of an inflammatory lymphocytic infiltrate is described as a pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy and distinguishes NAM from the characteristic histologic findings of PM or DM, which include CD8+ or CD4+ T lymphocytes and B cells, respectively.

An underrecognized adverse effect of statin use is NAM that does not resolve upon statin cessation, associated with anti-HMGCR antibodies. We present 6 such Australian patients and detail their challenging management. Recognition of this entity is essential, as patients may respond to immunosuppression and relapse with steroid cessation. We propose that patients may have improved outcomes with the early institution of multiagent immunotherapy and describe optimal therapeutic strategies.

**METHODS** We identified patients who presented to 2 tertiary referral hospitals in Australia from 2008 to 2013 in whom we suspected statin-associated NAM. Six patients fulfilled inclusion criteria, including statin exposure, clinical presentation with subacute painless proximal weakness, clinical and neurophysiologic evidence of a myopathy, and histopathologic features consistent with NAM. Exclusion criteria included a family history of muscle disease and histopathologic findings consistent with other inflammatory myopathies such as PM or DM. All patients and 6 age-matched laboratory controls had coded randomly ordered serum samples tested by a blinded investigator (A.L.M. and C.B. laboratories) for anti-HMGCR antibodies, as well as a full vasculitic and myositis-specific autoantibody screen (including anti-Ro, anti-La, anti-Sm, Scl-70, anti-RNP, anti-Jo1, anti-Mi2, and anti-SRP antibodies). Serum was tested for HMGCR antibodies from samples collected at time of acute presentation (n = 2) or from samples taken during follow-up clinical assessment (n = 4), as 2 patients (cases 2 and 6, table) were diagnosed and treated prospectively, whereas 4 patients received a confirmatory diagnosis retrospectively. Data including serial CK levels, muscle strength as recorded using the Medical Research Council scale, and response to therapy were obtained from all patients. The 6 patients were followed up for a mean of 4.5 years (range 1.5–11 years).

**RESULTS** We will outline the features of this condition by means of 2 illustrative cases (cases 1 and 2, table). The clinical and investigation findings and response to therapy for all patients in this case series are summarized in the table.

**Illustrative case 1.** A 60-year-old man was started on 20 mg daily of atorvastatin for the treatment of hypercholesterolemia. He first noticed the subacute onset of painless proximal upper and lower limb weakness 2 years after starting statin therapy. Examination revealed 3/5 power of neck flexion, shoulder abduction, and hip flexion. Initial CK levels were above 16,000 IU/L, prompting immediate cessation of his statin. His CK levels declined to the mid-6,000s IU/L and were monitored by his local physician. His ongoing weakness prompted referral to a specialist immunologist 14 months after symptom onset. Muscle biopsies of the deltoid muscle prior to commencement of treatment demonstrated necrotizing myopathy with multifocal polyphasic segmental muscle fiber necrosis and regeneration (figure 1, A–D). There was minimal associated inflammation, and no inclusion bodies or vascular abnormalities were noted. Macrophage infiltration was noted, with a relative paucity of lymphocytic infiltration. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I expression was not upregulated at the time of this biopsy.

Oral prednisone was started at 50 mg daily with a plan for slow weaning, in conjunction with azathioprine. Improvement in CK was noted; however, intolerance to azathioprine prompted its replacement with methotrexate 20 mg weekly as a steroid-sparing agent. This patient had brittle disease with his turbulent clinical course, depicted in figure 2A. Ongoing treatment with weekly methotrexate and slow weaning of prednisone initially resulted in stable disease with normalization of power and decline in CK level to 1,500 IU/L. However, reduction of prednisone to less than 10 mg daily coincided with a rise in CK and a recurrence of weakness. IV immunoglobulin (IVIg) as acute treatment as well as monthly maintenance doses, an increase in the dose of prednisone, and continuation of methotrexate permitted disease stabilization for more than a year and a half, with normalization of power and decline in CK. A second attempt to wean prednisone again prompted a relapse, requiring rescue therapy with rituximab and pulsed IV steroids. At this stage, IVIg was ceased due to patient preference. Over the next 6 months, the CK rose to >11,000 IU/L, despite ongoing B-cell depletion, and correlated with clinical deterioration. Recommencement of maintenance IVIg resulted in...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case number</th>
<th>Age, y and sex</th>
<th>Duration of statin use*</th>
<th>Statin and dose</th>
<th>Duration of symptoms and length of follow-upb</th>
<th>Clinical presentation</th>
<th>Peak CK (IU/L)</th>
<th>EMG findings</th>
<th>Muscle biopsy findings</th>
<th>Initial therapy</th>
<th>Response and presence of relapses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60, M</td>
<td>2 y</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 20 mg once daily</td>
<td>5.5 y</td>
<td>Proximal weakness</td>
<td>16,200</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy</td>
<td>High-dose prednisone, MTX</td>
<td>Weaning of prednisone to less than 10 mg once daily led to clinical and CK relapse on 2 occasions; reinstitution of steroids and monthly IVIg followed by RTX led to stabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>73, F</td>
<td>5 mo</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg once daily</td>
<td>2 y</td>
<td>Proximal weakness</td>
<td>6,300</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy</td>
<td>High-dose prednisone, MTX</td>
<td>Complete clinical and CK response on a very conservative treatment wean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>66, F</td>
<td>2 y</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg once daily</td>
<td>3 y</td>
<td>Proximal lower limb weakness and fatigue, initial treatment and stabilization; severe relapse with weaning resulting in functional quadriplegia, dysphagia, and respiratory failure</td>
<td>5,700</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy</td>
<td>High-dose prednisone</td>
<td>Supported ventilation in ICU for respiratory failure; subsequently high-dose prednisone, plasmapheresis, and cyclosporin; trial of cyclo followed by MTX, maintenance with IVIg and 5 mg prednisone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>74, F</td>
<td>1 y</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg once daily</td>
<td>4 y</td>
<td>Proximal and truncal weakness</td>
<td>2,700</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy</td>
<td>High-dose prednisone, MTX</td>
<td>Weaning of steroids on 2 occasions led to relapse prompting increased dose of steroids and maintenance IVIg with clinical stabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>77, M</td>
<td>1 y</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg</td>
<td>11 y</td>
<td>Severe proximal weakness</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy</td>
<td>High-dose prednisone</td>
<td>Relapse with rechallenge of statin on one occasion and weaning of steroids on 3 occasions; MTX, plasmapheresis, IVIg, cyclo, RTX trialed, remains slightly weak but stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69, M</td>
<td>2.5 y</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg</td>
<td>1.5 y</td>
<td>Proximal weakness</td>
<td>15,600</td>
<td>Active myopathic features</td>
<td>Necrotizing myopathy, no EM features of DM</td>
<td>IVIg, high-dose prednisone, MTX</td>
<td>Clinical and CK resolution in 8 mo; maintenance MTX (steroids weaned first due to vascular disease)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CK = creatine kinase; cyclo = cyclophosphamide; DM = dermatomyositis; EM = electron microscopy; ICU = intensive care unit; IVIg = IV immunoglobulin; MTX = methotrexate; RTX = rituximab.

*Duration of statin use prior to symptom onset.

bDuration of symptoms after statin cessation.
improvement. Testing of serum confirmed the presence of antibodies to HMGCR. The patient has remained stable with maintenance therapy consisting of methotrexate, prednisone, and monthly IVIg. His power is currently normal, and his CK is stable albeit slightly elevated at 400 IU/L more than 5 and a half years after symptom onset.

Illustrative case 2. A 73-year-old woman with hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and TIAs was started on atorvastatin 40 mg daily. Five months later, she developed painless progressive shoulder weakness and difficulty climbing stairs, suggestive of proximal myopathy. There were no features of systemic illness. Despite cessation of the statin, her weakness progressed such that her mobility was impaired within 2 months of onset, with examination demonstrating shoulder abduction and adduction weakness and hip flexion and extension weakness (graded 3/5). CK levels were above 6,000 IU/L. An EMG was supportive of irritable muscle with active myopathic changes and abnormal spontaneous activity represented by positive sharp waves, fibrillation potentials, and small motor unit action potentials with an increased pattern of recruitment. A deltoid muscle biopsy (performed on the contralateral side to the EMG) demonstrated features of NAM (figure 1, E and F). A serum sample was positive for antibodies to HMGCR.

She received immunosuppression with high-dose oral steroids (prednisone 60 mg daily, weaned over subsequent months) and methotrexate 20 mg weekly, with CK and clinical resolution after 11 months at a prednisone dose of 5 mg (figure 2B). She has continued prednisone 5 mg and methotrexate 20 mg weekly for the past 14 months without relapse.

Clinical presentation. Clinical data from 3 female and 3 male patients are summarized in the table. The patients had an average age at symptom onset of 70 years (range 60–77 years). All patients were on a statin for varying lengths of time (ranging from 5 months to 2 and a half years) before the onset of symptoms. Illustrative cases 2 and 6 were the 2 most recently identified patients, with the diagnosis being confirmed relatively early in their disease course. All patients presented with painless proximal weakness of varying severity.

Investigations. Investigation findings demonstrated elevated CK in all patients. These results ranged from 2,700 to 16,200 IU/L at presentation. A complete vasculitic screen and myositis-specific autoantibody screen were negative in all patients except one. One patient (case 6, table) had anti-Mi2 antibodies but no other clinical or histopathologic features consistent with DM. All patients had antibodies targeting HMGCR, as detected by ELISA. All age-matched laboratory controls were negative for HMGCR antibodies. Needle EMG demonstrated features consistent with an active myopathic process. Muscle biopsies showed a pauci-immune necrotizing myopathy in all patients. None of the patients were found to have an associated malignancy on initial presentation or on follow-up.

Immunomodulatory therapy trialed and patient outcomes. All patients were initially treated with high-dose steroids and subsequently with varying regimens of other immunosuppressive agents, including IVIg (n = 5), plasmapheresis (n = 2), and additional therapy including methotrexate (n = 6),
The clinical course, creatine kinase (CK) levels, Medical Research Council (MRC) scale for power grading of shoulder abduction strength (appendix e-1 at Neurology.org/nn), and therapeutic regimens in the 6 patients in this cohort are graphically represented. Timing of statin commencement and cessation are indicated. Horizontal arrows indicate the duration of use of various immunosuppressive therapies. All patients were asymptomatic with no reported weakness at the time of statin commencement based on assessment by their general practitioner. Most patients experienced relapses with attempts to wean steroids, with a rise in CK often preceding clinical weakness. (A) Illustrative case 1 (case 1, table). The CK levels of this 60-year-old man are graphed from the time of statin commencement through 93 months of follow-up. Acute relapses characterized by worsening proximal weakness and coinciding with a rise in CK accompanied attempts to wean the dose of oral prednisone below 10 mg daily. Reinstitution of steroids and the use of IV immunoglobulin (IVIg) had a good correlation with clinical improvement and a reduction in CK. (B) Illustrative case 2 (case 2, table). The CK levels of this 73-year-old woman are shown for 30 months of follow-up. Early recognition of this diagnosis and initiation of high-dose prednisone and methotrexate (MTX) resulted in a rapid improvement in CK and clinical resolution of weakness. A slow and cautious...
cyclophosphamide (n = 2), rituximab (n = 2), azathioprine (n = 1), and cyclosporine (n = 1). Despite therapy, 5/6 patients had a relapse, with between 0 and 3 relapses per patient after a mean of 4.5 years of follow-up (range 1.5–11 years). There was a total of 10 relapses in the 6 patients, with 9/10 relapses being associated with steroid tapering or cessation. All 6 patients were steroid-responsive, with 5 relapsing upon weaning of steroids. The relapse in case 3 was so severe that diaphragmatic weakness ensued and supported ventilation was required. Cessation of statin therapy alone did not result in improvement, with most patients demonstrating myopathic features for periods ranging from 6 months to 11 years after cessation despite the institution of immunosuppressive therapy.

**DISCUSSION** We present a series of patients with anti-HMGCR antibody–associated NAM with the aim of increasing awareness of this diagnosis. NAM has been associated with malignancies, HIV, antibodies to signal recognition particle, connective tissue diseases, and certain medications, but it can also occur in isolation.\(^5,7\) This underrecognized condition was recently described in association with statin exposure.\(^8,9\) Christopher-Stine et al.\(^9\) reviewed a cohort of patients with necrotizing myopathy on muscle biopsy and demonstrated that 16/26 patients’ sera immunoprecipitated a pair of proteins with approximate sizes of 200 and 100 kDa. Sixty-three percent of these patients had had statin exposure at some point prior to symptom onset. This antigen was later characterized as HMGCR, the pharmacologic target of statins, with immunoprecipitation assays demonstrating that the antibodies had a specific binding affinity for the carboxy-terminus of this enzyme.\(^10\) Further work by this group has demonstrated that these antibodies are not present in healthy controls; in the majority of patients with DM, PM, and inclusion body myositis; or in patients with statin exposure and isolated CK, myalgia, or self-limiting statin intolerance, thus suggesting they are highly specific for statin-associated NAM.\(^9–11\) It has been shown that the human leukocyte antigen class II allele DRB1*11:01 may be a genetic risk factor for developing anti-HMGCR–associated NAM, whereas DQA1 and DQB6 may be protective, perhaps helping to explain why this condition is relatively rare despite the prevalence of statin use.\(^12\)

Our series of patients highlights the characteristic clinical features of this condition that should prompt consideration of anti-HMGCR–associated NAM as a diagnosis. All patients had been exposed to statins for periods of time ranging from 5 months to 2 years. Because anti-HMGCR antibody–associated NAM may occur long after initial exposure or even after statin cessation, the triggering role of statins may not be recognized. Investigation findings supportive of this diagnosis include elevated CK levels and EMG evidence of an active myopathic process, which all 6 patients demonstrated. However, these investigation findings in isolation are not diagnostic of this condition and may be part of the clinical profile of other inflammatory myopathies. A key diagnostic finding that distinguished these patients from those with DM or PM was the presence of a pauci-immune necrotizing myositis on muscle biopsy, which was present in all 6 patients in this series.

One of the most notable features of this series of patients was the persistence of active myopathy for prolonged periods of time after statin cessation (table). Most other self-limiting adverse effects of statins, such as cramps and myalgia, cease within weeks of statin discontinuation.\(^8\) However, muscle biopsies of some of our patients done months to years after the onset of proximal weakness still demonstrated an active necrotizing myopathy. Furthermore, patients had significant clinical weakness and an active myopathic EMG up to 11 years after statin cessation, as demonstrated by case 5 (table). Mammen et al.\(^10\) demonstrated that muscle expression of HMGCR is upregulated not only with statin exposure but also in regenerating muscle cells compared to resting myocytes. Statins may increase the expression of approach to weaning steroids was associated with clinical remission without any relapses, and maintenance immunosuppression with prednisone 5 mg once daily and MTX 20 mg weekly has resulted in clinical stabilization. (C) Case 3, table. This 66-year-old woman was on a statin for 24 months prior to symptom onset. Early treatment with statin cessation and high-dose steroids resulted in an immediate improvement, but rapid steroid tapering prompted a severe relapse necessitating respiratory support and multiple immunosuppressive agents to allow for clinical stabilization. (D) Case 4, table. This 74-year-old woman responded well to steroid therapy, but attempts to wean steroids prompted relapses associated with both a CK rise and clinical weakness. Maintenance therapy with prednisone and IVIg has allowed for clinical remission. (E) Case 5, table. This 77-year-old man was on a statin for 1 year prior to symptom onset. Initial therapy with steroids, IVIg, and MTX allowed for an early recovery. However, a rechallenge with statin therapy prompted a further relapse. This patient required multiple immunosuppressive agents to maintain remission, with attempts to wean prednisone below 15 mg prompting 2 further relapses and ongoing disease activity almost 11 years after statin cessation. Maintenance therapy with prednisone and IVIg has permitted clinical remission. (F) Case 6, table. This 69-year-old man was on a statin for 2.5 years prior to symptom onset. He responded well to treatment with prednisone, IVIg, and MTX. Steroids were weaned due to his significant vascular comorbidities, and he was maintained on MTX. Recent results herald a possible early relapse, with CK levels trending up and mild clinical weakness, suggesting reinstitution of steroid therapy may be required. HMGCR – 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase; IV MP – IV methylprednisolone; PE – plasmapheresis.
HMGCR as the first step to initiating autoimmunity. However, the immune-mediated muscle damage initiated in the presence of statins may be sustained long after statin cessation through persistently increased HMGCR expression in regenerating muscle fibers. This hypothesis of a persistent self-antigen that perpetuates the immune response may explain our patients’ propensity to relapse, often dramatically, with reduction or tapering of immunosuppression. This hypothesis rests on increased antigen density as the trigger for autoimmunity, but other possibilities such as formation of a neo-antigen conformation of HMGCR such as a splice variant are not excluded.

Anti-HMGCR–associated NAM is believed to have an immunologic etiology. MHC class I upregulation on the surface of non-necrotic muscle fibers in many cases supports an immune-mediated pathogenesis. A humorally mediated pathogenesis is suggested by microvascular deposition of membrane attack complex in some cases. The relative specificity of anti-HMGCR antibodies to the NAM patient population compared to patients with DM and PM, healthy controls with statin exposure, or patients with self-limiting statin intolerance further argues for a specific autoimmune pathogenesis. The favorable and rapid response of all our patients to immunosuppression, as well as the significant clinical relapses with attempts to wean immunotherapy, is once again supportive of an immune-mediated pathogenesis. Muscle biopsy performed months after statin cessation in our patients still demonstrated features of NAM, which differentiates this clinical entity from a toxic myopathy secondary to statin use, in which cessation of the offending statin usually results in clinical and histologic improvement. In a subgroup of patients with statin exposure and anti-HMGCR associated–NAM, initial antibody levels were significantly correlated with CK levels and arm and leg strength. Long-term follow-up demonstrated that with immunosuppressive therapy, antibody levels and CK declined, with a corresponding improvement in arm and leg strength, once again demonstrating the immune responsive nature of this condition. This close correlation with CK and clinical progress was demonstrated in all our patients (figure 2).

All the patients in this case series had statin exposure prior to the onset of weakness. However, larger series have demonstrated the prevalence of statin use to be 44%–92% in patients with HMGCR antibodies. This suggests that in a minority of patients, HMGCR can be a primary autoimmune muscle target antigen as well. Statin-naive patients were younger, had higher CK levels, and were more likely to be African American. This study provides a detailed description and graphical representation of the clinical course and potential pitfalls in treating patients with this challenging condition. All the patients in this series had previous statin exposure and clinically responded to immunotherapy with an initial improvement in power and a reduction in CK. All patients except case 2 (table; figure 2B) experienced recurrent relapses when attempts were made to wean their maintenance steroid therapy. Figure 2 clearly shows the close association of rising CK levels and clinical weakness with steroid taper or cessation. While all patients required multiple immunosuppressive agents to achieve clinical remission, the greatest improvement in both CK levels and clinical power seemed to occur after the reinstitution of high-dose steroids or rescue therapy with IVIg (cases 1, 3, 4, and 5; table; figure 2, A, C–E) rather than other forms of maintenance immunosuppression. This case series also highlights the difficulty in achieving clinical remission in patients with this condition. Early recognition of the diagnosis, de novo use of multiple immunotherapeutic agents, and a slow and cautious approach to weaning steroid therapy as in case 2 may result in earlier remission and avoidance of relapse. As this series has a relatively small number of patients, with a retrospective diagnosis made in 4 patients, larger prospective series with long follow-up periods are needed to determine optimal induction strategies, whether remission is sometimes maintained after cessation of all therapy, and whether biomarkers such as the persistence of HMGCR antibodies or a mildly elevated CK are predictive of relapse.

This case series describes a subgroup of patients with statin exposure who experienced a rare side effect in the form of anti-HMGCR antibody–associated NAM. This condition has a distinct clinical, histologic, and therapeutic profile that distinguishes it from other inflammatory myopathies. Early recognition is essential, as this condition is responsive to immunosuppressive therapy, with a propensity to clinically significant relapses with weaning of therapy. Identification of the diagnosis, aggressive immunotherapy, and close monitoring may improve the long-term outcome of these patients.
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